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EDITORS LETTER 

WELCOME to the spring edition of The Crate Times, and Happy
New Year! 

We have a lovely sense of life resetting at this time of year, with all of
our favourite spring flowers starting to re-emerge, adding colour and
vibrancy to the everyday. 

This season, we are delighted to share with you all of the beautiful
flowers we have planned for the season ahead. Some very important
days coming up over the next few months - with Valentine’s Day on
the 14th of February and Mother’s Day on the 19th of March! 

For Valentine’s Day we are focussing on the messaging of love in all
of its forms and celebrating all of the very special people that make
up our individual communities. These are the people who make our
lives so much richer, and so this year we want to celebrate them. 

If there is one thing we’re sure of, every mum and mother figure is
completely unique. They can’t be boxed into a one-size-fits-all
description, and that’s why we celebrate each of them individually
this Mother’s Day. With this in mind, we have designed our
Mother’s Day Bunch around delicate, curious stems of spring flowers
combined with hardy, strong stems that are long-lasting and known
to survive all weathers - an arrangement that we hope reflects the
traits our mums bring into our lives - they care, they protect, they
investigate and they support. But most importantly they love.

We chat to Jo Linehan, sustainability journalist extraordinaire, who
seems to have more strings to her bow than most in Conversations
with Friends. Along with intuitively educating us all on the
environmental impact of our day-to-day, and advising us on simple
ways to integrate an environmentally sustainable lifestyle into our
everyday, she is the founder of Gaff Interiors, a curated marketplace
for Insta-worthy homewares, as well as the host of The Futurist
podcast, which explores the most exciting and innovative sustainable
developments across a variety of industries - a must-listen! We are
delighted that Jo will be our brand ambassador for spring, offering a
master-class in interior floral styling, as well as sharing her favourite
tips and tricks when it comes to flowers at home. 

With sustainability at the heart of this issue, we are delighted to
share with you our spring collection which we styled using all charity
shop vase and prop finds. We highlight some of the best spots to go
treasure-hunting for these pre-loved gems, along with explaining the
ways in which The Crate has integrated sustainable practices into our
business model. 

We hope you enjoy the floral highlights in this season’s issue, and
wish you a very happy flower-filled spring! 

Claire & Steph
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Conversations 
with friends. JO LINEHAN 

TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF

Hi! My name is Jo. I'm a sustainability
journalist and run a furniture resale
platform called GAFF Shop. I am obsessed
with fashion, beauty, wellness, food, and
nature but enjoying all of these things in a
mindful, sustainable way. If I'm not at my
desk, I'm out walking with my dog Harley,
in a pilates class or trying out a new coffee
spot. 

HOW DO YOU FIND INSPIRATION?

Living in the city is a constant source of
inspiration for me. I love going out for a
meal, visiting a hotel, or browsing shops. I
find so much inspiration in others'
creativity. I follow a few content creators
who don't necessarily do what I do but
watching them be as skilled as they are
inspires me too. 

ANY PETS? TELL US MORE.. 

Yes! Harley is our staffie; we've had her for
over two years. We fostered from an
amazing centre called Claddagh Rescue that
specialises in staffies and Pitbulls. She's this
pint-sized ball of muscle and love and
affection. She's so friendly and gentle. We
are entirely in love with her, and she's
changed my life. My morning walk with her
is one of my favourite parts of the day. 
 

ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE TO A FRIEND?

I love giving advice, even when I'm not
asked - it's the Virgo in me! My advice is to
follow your own path instead of the
prescribed one many of us feel we have to
adhere to. There is so much social pressure
to havecertain things by a certain age and to
follow tradition. The beautiful thing about
our generation is that we have the freedom
to choose to live in whatever way we want.
It's not always easy, but carving out your
own path is the only way to go. My mam
always says, "This isn't the dress rehearsal -
this is your life, so make sure you're living
fully and enjoying it," I always try to
remember that. 
 
WHERE IS YOUR FAVOURITE PLACE IN IRELAND? 

There are a few! Burrow Beach, near
Sutton, is my idea of paradise. Sunrise
there, on the deserted strand, is my idea of
heaven. Killiney Hill is up there with my
favourites, especially if I have time to climb
the hill and dip in the sea while I’m there.
Of course, Mallow in Cork, where I'm
from, is always number one. Eating
whatever my mam has just cooked at home
by the fire is unbeatable. 

IN ORDER TO LIVE MORE SUSTAINABLY, WHAT
SMALL CHANGES WOULD YOU RECCOMMEND TO
PEOPLE WHO HAVE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
IMPACT ON OUR ENVIRONMENT?

Right now, one of the world's biggest
challenges is unmanageable quantities of
fast fashion that pollute the environment
and keep women in slave labour around the
world. It's a complex issue that many
consumers (myself included) haven't been
aware of. I have loads of content explaining
why buying less fast fashion is one of the
most powerful things we can do as
individuals to help people and the planet.

ANY READING RESOURCES YOU WOULD
RECCOMMEND FOR MAKING POSITIVE CHANGES
TO YOUR DAY-TO_DAY FOR A SUSTAINABLY
FOCUSSED LIFESTYLE?

Lots of the sustainable reading resources
can be heavy and difficult to digest. If you
want to learn more, there are some excellent
accounts on social worth following - Duo
Ireland, Fionnuala Moran, and Kelli Dalton
- all of whom offer fantastic inspiration and
insight into living a more low-impact life.
The Business of Fashion has a great weekly
email that rounds up sustainability news
from the week, and I have a sustainability
colum in The Sunday Times weekend each
week that breaks down lots of topics!
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Not your average flower delivery.

AT THE CRATE STUDIO WE LOVE A GOOD
PODCAST. ANY RECCOMENDATIONS FOR US?

Is it OK to mention my own?!
If you're interested in learning about
cruelty-free skincare, how to ditch fast
fashion and to live more consciously, I host
a podcast called Futurist that covers all of
the above and loads more. 

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE FLOWER?

I adore protea, but I love them all. I have
flower tattoos on my arm and shoulders and
would love more. 

TIPS FOR FLOWER ARRANGING AT HOME?

I love to split up larger bunches into
smaller arrangements and dot them around
the home. It's a luxury to have fresh flowers
in the bathroom, bedroom, kitchen and
bedroom - I like to enjoy them everywhere.
I trim the stems and change the water
regularly - it means I get weeks out of a
bunch. And with sustainability in mind, I
also love to keep dried flowers. 

@jo_the_futurist
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The Valentine's Bunch 

All You 
need is 

Love

This Valentine’s Day, we say ‘All you need is Love’. Traditionally
Valentine’s is a day to celebrate romantic love however we feel this
can sometimes be a little isolating and so want to open it out to our
favourite folk. 

Our tagline at The Crate is to make someone’s day with flowers,
and with this in mind, we are in full swing of making sure you get
the most beautiful, thoughtfully curated flowers for and from your
most precious people this year. 

Sending flowers is our favourite gesture of letting someone know
how important they are to you; a partner in life ‘who is your safe
place’; a partner in crime ‘who you are your boldest self with’; a
work colleague ‘that’s actually a really good friend even outside of
work’; a sibling ‘that just knows when you need a bit of a pick me
up’; a parent ‘who is your constant’ - it’s all of these very special
people that make up our individual communities, they make our
lives so much richer, and so this year we want to celebrate them. 

Our mission at The Crate is to make flower delivery beautifully
simple, and so we have designed one beautiful Valentine’s bunch of
seasonal spring flowers available in our two sizes. 
The flowers are arranged in our branded cone, keeping them
protected when out on delivery, and packed in our recyclable gift-
box ensuring an unmatched flower delivery experience. 

The Bunch is €48 (Single 15 stems) and €68 (Double 30 stems)
with free delivery throughout Ireland and Northern Ireland for
delivery 13th - 17th February 2023. Available to preorder now at
thecrate.ie

SINGLE BUNCH - €48

DOUBLE BUNCH - €68
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Not Your Average Mother's Day Delivery 

If there is one thing we’re sure of, every mum and mother figure is
completely unique. They can’t be boxed into a one-size-fits-all
description, and that’s why we celebrate each of them individually this
Mother’s Day, and everyday. 

Here at The Crate, we have curated an arrangement of vibrant,
meaningful spring flowers in our Mother’s Day Bunch to reflect the
nature of our mums. The bunch is a mix of delicate, curious stems
combined with hardier, long-lasting flowers that are known to survive all
weathers. We have sweetly scented narcissus that sit alongside fiery
fragranced stock combining a beautiful combination of all the traits
mums bring into our lives - they care, they protect, they investigate and
they support. But most importantly they love. 

We want to make sure they know that level of commitment is
reciprocated, and so have hand-picked our favourite stems to make up
your very special Mother’s Day Bunch.

One thing we can all declare very easily is, they’re ‘Not Your Average
Mum’. 

You're
the 

Best! 
The Bunch is €48 (Single 15 stems) and €68 (Double 30 stems) with free
delivery throughout Ireland and Northern Ireland for delivery 14th - 17th
March 2023 and Dublin 13th - 19th March 2023. Available to preorder
now at thecrate.ie

Mothering
/ ˈmʌð(ə)rɪŋ/

adjective
relating to or characteristic of a mother, especially in being caring, protective,
and kind.
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When shooting our spring collection, we decided to source second-hand charity
shop vases for styling as we are lucky enough to have some brilliant go-to places on

our doorstep in Rathfarnham where our studio is located.
 

Like many, we love a treasure hunt at The Crate! There’s nothing quite like the high
of finding something beautifully unique with a story, after delicately sifting through

the racks and shelves of your local charity shop. 
Giving new life to something pre-loved, and contributing in payment to a much

deserving charity host store means there is no downside to these pre-loved
treasures. 

 
With this in mind, we have rounded up some of our favourite local charity shops, that
we highly recommend scouring in for one-off vases and vessels and interior props to

adorn your Crate flowers at home. 
 

Happy-Hunting! 
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Rathfarnham 
 

Vincents ~ 56 Main St, Rathfarnham, Dublin, D14 E4H1
 

Oxfam ~ 12a Main St, Rathfarnham, Dublin, D14 C6W8
 

Dun Laoghaire 
 

Barnardos Charity and Bridal Shop ~ 8 George's Street
Upper, 

 
Dún Laoghaire, Dun laoghaire, Co. Dublin, A96 W720

 
Patrick’s Curiosity Shop ~ Saint Helen's Court, Unit 3,

Dún Laoghaire, Dublin, A96 Y6N3
 

Rathmines 
 

Irish Cancer Society ~ 121 Rathmines Rd Lower,
Rathmines, Dublin 6

 
NCBI ~ Rathmines Rd Lower Rathmines Rd Lower, Dublin

6, D06 V8R9
 

City Centre
 

Dublin Simon Community ~ 57 Camden Street Lower,
Saint Kevin's, Dublin, D02 TF86

 
NCBI ~ 161 Capel St, North City, Dublin, D01 NT96

 
Bray

 
Enable Ireland ~ 28 Main St, Bray, Co. Wicklow, A98

W7A4
 

Oxfam Bray ~ 8 Quinsborough Rd, Bray, Co. Wicklow,
A98 W0V5
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Spring Styling
 

Seamus & Frank 

Though we pleaded for the Christmas tree to stay so that we could continue to swipe
decorations from its branches, and pull the lower levels off for chewing, we lost the

battle and the space where it once stood has a table with some very colourful flowers
on it now. Less interesting for us, but they do add a very nice fragrance to the room. 

 
The flowers seem to be changing all the time, with a new colour palette and new

varieties in every bunch - a flower subscription they call it, and they say it’s the most
affordable way to buy beautiful flowers from The Crate on repeat with a 15% saving
on every bunch. They are delivered to your door (by an unsuspecting delivery person
who we always have a BIG welcome for), packaged in a very nice white cardboard box
that we do our best to help recycle, and include a free amber glass vase with the first

delivery that avoids any easy-toppling with our enthusiastic wagging. 
 

Once received, best to trim the stems of your flowers and arrange in fresh water in
your vase. Be sure to keep away from heat sources as the flowers can wilt prematurely
if left in direct heat. Like ourselves, they like a relatively cool environment, with some

sunlight for encouraging the buds to open. 
 

Spring is our favorite season with all of the new life re-emerging from winter
hibernation - don’t get us started on the squirrels constantly circling our fence - it’s a

full time job keeping them off the grass!
 

With spring’s arrival, comes the delicate
spring flowers that are at their prettiest in
the coming months; the daffodils; the
tulips; the anemones - all of the low-lying
bulbs that we love to dig up (As dogs,
we’re constantly being told to do our best
not to trample them when a tennis ball
lands in the flowerbed where they sprout -
something we’re still navigating). 

Another styling option for your home, is
to plant some bulbs in compost soil in a
bowl or ceramic vessel that can be watered
easily. Place on a countertop, windowsill
or table (out of reach of our paws) and
watch them bloom. Once the flowers have
past their best, the bulbs can then be
replanted outside for next year to enjoy
again.

Be sure to tag us @thecrateflowers with
your flower styling pics as we love to see
the creative ways that you arrange the
bunch and for more information on The
Crate’s flower subscriptions, checkout
thecrate.ie or email us at
hello@thecrate.ie and we’d be happy to
help! 

 
Flower Styling!
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Thank you for being such
an amazing Mum! 

I love you very much x

Blue's Spring
Clues

Across:

1. Remember me.

6. Extremely fragrant
garden flower. 

7. Taken in the evenings to
boost health. 

9. Don't be shy. 

11.vOur patroness saint

12. A favourite among
queen bees

Down:

2. The national flower of the
Netherlands.

3. Spotted on mountains,
moors and bogs.

4. A celebration of love. 

5. The first spring flower to
bloom.

8. A celebration of
motherhood. 

10. From the garlic family. 

Friday Feels

Sign up to our newsletter to see more of
our favourite messages with Friday Feels.

Also receive 10% off your first bunch!
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Valentine's
Get 10% off your Valentine's Bunch* 

with code ALLYOUNEEDISLOVE

*valid until Monday 
6th February

Send your 
answers to Blue’s Clues 
to hello@thecrate.ie and 

be in with a chance 
to win a bunch!!



The Perfect 
 Gift

Seasonal flowers, delivered to
your door on repeat...

Start a flower 
subscription!

The Crate flower subscription offers the most
affordable way to buy flowers regularly, saving

you 15% on every order and as the bunch
changes weekly, you never get the same flowers

twice.

Visit TheCrate.ie to find out more.


